
COMMONWEALTH OF KENTUCKY

BEFORE THE PUBLIC SERVICE COMMISSION

In the Matter of:
B.T.U. PIPELINE, INC. )

)

) CASE NO. 96-087

ALLEGED FAILURE TO COMPLY WITH
COMMISSION REGULATIONS

0 R D E R

On January 25, 1996, a portion of the natural gas facilities
of B.T.U. Pipeline, Inc. ("B.T.U.") were inspected by the

Commission's Gas Pipeline Safety Investigators. The inspection

took place on a segment of B.T.U.'s facilities directly connected

to the "Stevens" well on Kentucky Route 7 between Salyersville and

Royalton, Kentucky near the Stevens Cemetery. During the

inspection, a sample of the pipeline gas was taken from a drip tank

serving two residential meters and tested for the presence of

hydrogen sul f ide ( "H~S" ) H,S was present at 1,000 parts per

million. Commission regulation 807 KAR 5:022, Section 15, permits

no more than a trace of H,S. The results of this inspection were

reduced to a report which is attached as Appendix A.

The owner and operator of B.T.U., Richard Williams, was

contacted the same day and instructed to shut in the well to

terminate the flow of gas into B.T.U.'s facilities. Mr. Williams

indicated that he would close the valve to the well. Commission

safety inspectors returned on January 31, 1996 to test again for

the presence of H,S and found the levels of H,S had dropped to 200



ppm. Further samples were taken on February 8, 1996 and confirmed

the levels of H,S had continued to drop to 60 ppm. The results of
these two inspections were reduced to a report which is attached as

Appendix B.

The presence of H,S in natural gas is a serious threat to
public health and safety. At levels half those found on the B.T.U.
system, serious damage to the nervous system and cessation of
breathing within 15 minutes can occur from limited exposure. At

1,000 parts per million, the level detected on the B.T.U. system,

unconsciousness and immediate death can occur. Also, H,S is
corrosive to iron-based materials and causes metal to crack.

Although Richard Williams agreed to terminate the gas supply

contaminated by H,S by closing the valve at the well, it will

remain possible to reintroduce the sour gas by merely opening the

valve. The connection to the well should be completely severed to
remove the threat to the public safety.

Based upon the foregoing, the Commission finds that a prima

facie showing has been made that B.T.U. and Richard Williams, in

his individual capacity as owner and operator, have violated 807

KAR 5:022, Section 15, in allowing gas contaminated with high

levels of H,S to enter its gas supply and subjecting its
residential customers and its employees to potentially life
threatening levels of H~S.

IT IS THEREFORE ORDERED that:
1. Richard Williams, individually, and B.T.U. shall appear,

represented by counsel, before the Commission on May 23, 1996, at



10:00 a.m., Eastern Daylight Time, in Hearing Room 1 of the

Commission's offices at 730 Schenkel Lane, Frankfort, Kentucky, to
show cause why civil fines of up to 9500,000 should not be assessed

pursuant to KRS 278.992(1) against Richard Williams or B.T.U., or

both, for the pipeline safety violations noted herein.

2. Within 7 days of the date of this Order, Richard Williams

or B.T.U., or both, shall completely sever all connections between

the contaminated well and the B.T.U. gas system in the presence of

a Commission gas safety inspector.

Done at Frankfort, Kentucky, this 14th day of March, 1996.

PUBLIC SERVICE COMMISSION

Vi ce Cha Zrman

Chmmissioner'TTEST:

Executive Director



COMMONWEALTH OF KENTUCKY
PUBLIC SERVICE COMMISSION

INSPECTION REPORT

B.T.U. PIPELINE, INC.

JANUARY 26, 1996

BRIEF

An inspection of a portion of the natural gas facilities of

B.T.U. Pipeline, Inc. ("B.T.U.")was conducted on January 25, 1996.

B.T.U. is a natural gas distribution company in Magoffin County,

Salyersville, Kentucky. This inspection was conducted in accord-

ance with the Public Service Commission's ("PSC") policy of

inspecting all natural gas operators under its jurisdiction.

Natural gas operators are jurisdictional to the PSC under KRS

278.040 and also through a 5(a) Agreement with the United States

Department of Transportation, Office of Pipeline Safety, for

compliance to the Natural Gas Pipeline Safety Act of 1968.

INSPECTION

During the inspection, a sample of the pipeline gas was drawn

through a Draker tube to test for the presence of hydrogen sulfide

("H2S") in the gas stream. The sample was taken at the residence

of Charles Stevens on Highway 7 in Royalton, Kentucky. The

staining of the Draker tube indicated that H,S was present at 1000

parts per million ("ppm").

The following comments are excerpts from the U.S. Safety

Services, Inc., The Hydrogen Sulfide Safety Manual, (Attachment 1),
and an article from the January 4, 1988 Oil and Gas Journal

(Attachment 2) regarding H,S:

100 ppm — At this level, sense of smell is lost in 3-5 minutes

and eyes and throat may burn.
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500 ppm — At this concentration, the effects on the nervous

system result in loss reasoning and balance and will lead to

cessation of breathing within 15 minutes.

1000 ppm — Exposure at this level results in immediate

unconsciousness and leads quickly to death.

H~S in the presence of small amount of oxygen and water forms

sulfuric acid which promotes aggressive corrosion of iron-based

materials.

The following is taken from an article by Neal Adams, Don

Carter, and Larry Ingram (Attachment 3) concerning H,S in the

drilling industry.

Characteristics of Hydrogen Sulfide Gas

1. H~S is colorless.

2. Odor of rotten eggs; however, at 50 ppm, the sense of

smell is deadened.

3. Specific gravity of H,S is 1.192 causing the gas to

settle in low areas.

4. Explosive range is 4.3 to 45 percent as compared to

methane gas at 5 to 15 percent.

5. H~S has an ignition point of 500'ahrenheit compared to

Methane at 1000'ahrenheit.
6. H~S when burned produces sulfur dioxide, another toxic

gas.
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Table 2 — Effects of H,S on Personnel

10 ppm — Can smell at this level, safe for 8 hours.

100 ppm — Kills smell in 3 to 15 minutes, may burn eyes

and throat.

200 ppm — Kills sense of smell quickly, burns eyes and

throat.

4. 500 ppm — Loss of balance, respiratory difficulties in 30

to 45 minutes.

5. 700 ppm — Unconscious in less than 15 minutes; death will

occur if not rescued promptly.

6. 1000 ppm — Permanent brain damage, if not rescued

immediately.

FINDINGS

The following deficiency was found: 807 KAR 5:022, Section

15, allows no more than a trace of H,S.

RECOMMENDATIONS

It is recommended that given the danger, both, to the public

and B.T.U. employees, B.T.U. must immediately terminate the flow of

gas until the source of the H,S is found and removed from the gas

stream.

Respectfully submitted,

h.K
David B. Kinman
Gas Utility Investigator

DBK:dcp/9602100



APPENDIX A

AN APPENDIX TO AN ORDER OF THE KENTUCKY PUBLIC SERVICE
COMMISSION IN CASE NO. 96—087DATED MARCH 14, 1996

COMMONWEALTH OF KENTUCKY

PUBLIC SERVICE COMMISSION
730 SCHENKEL LANE

POST OFFICE BOX 615
FRANKFORT, KY. 40602

IS02}564-3940

January 26, 1996

Mr. Richard Williams, Owner
B.T.U. Pipeline, Inc.
P. O. Box 242
Salyersville, Kentucky 41465

Dear Mr. Williams:

Attached is an inspection report of a specialized inspection
of a portion of the natural gas facilities of B.T.U. Pipeline,
Inc., which was performed by David B. Kinman on January 25, 1996.

Please respond to this report by February 27, 1996, outlining
a correction schedule of the cited deficiency for Commission
approval.

If you have any questions or need additional information,
please contact David B. Kinman at (502) 564-3940.

Sincerel

ESS:DBK:dcp
9602100

Attachment

E. Scott Smith, Manager
Gas Pipeline Safety Branch
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Introduction
Hydrogen sulfide gas (H,S) is a toxic, poisonous gas and

is a growing concern in the petroleum industry. Other pro
fessions such as miners, sewer maintenance crews,
manufacturers of artificial silks and chemicals, and
blasters using black powder also fear this gas.

In the petroleum industry new fields are being developed
in addition to old fields known to contain H,S. Therefore,
workers in these areas can expect an increase in their
chances of being exposed to the gas. Federal and state
laws are being implemented to insure worker's as well as
the public's safety when hydrogen sulfide is a potential
threat

With today's modem technology, equipment, training,
and established guidelines, death and injury from H,S ex-

posure are unnecessary. Although H,S is a very toxic,
poisonous gas, it can be worked in safely. Therefore, by
utilizing our knowledge and exercising the proper pre.
cautionary measures, we shouldn't have a single injury

from hydrogen sulfide exposure.
But REMEMBER —your safety program will only be as

effective as you conscientiously make it. It only takes one
careless person to render a "safe" program "UNsafe".

Physical
Characteristics and

IIescription of H,S

1. Scientific Name —Hydrogen Sulfide
Chemical Formula, —H,S
Common Names —Sour Gas, Rotten Egg Gas,

Sulphur Gas, Poison Gas,
Sulfuretted Hydrogen



2. Color

3. Odor

4. Weight

5. Explosive Limits

6. Ignition By-
products

7, Solubility

8. Corrosiveness

—No color. Just like the air that
surrounds you, it cannot be
seen.

—Very offensive. Commonly
referred to as the "odor of rot-
ten eggs".—H,S has a vapor density of
1.189and is heavier than air
(1.0}.The gas will settle and
accumulate in low lying areas.—H,S will form an explosive
mixture with air in concentra-
tions between 4.3 and 46 per-
cent by volume. It has an
automatic ignition point of
500'. and once ignited,
burns with a blue flame.
Vapors may travel a con-
siderable distance to a source
of ignition and flashback.

—Once ignition occurs the H,S
is converted to Sulphur Diox-
ide (SO/ and water vapor. Do
not assume an area is safe
after ignition because sulphur
dioxide is also a very toxic
gas.—H,S is soluble in both water
and liquid hydrocarbons.—H,S is corrosive to all elec.
trochemical series metals. It

can also cause hydrogen em-
brittlement in steel pipe hav-

ing a tensile strength of
95,0000 psi or more.

Relative ToxicitY

H,S is an extremely toxic gas. It is ranked second to
hydrogen cyanide, a gas used in the "gas chamber" for
the execution of convicted criminals. H,S is five to six
times more toxic than carbon monoxide, an exhaust gas
commonly associated with autos.

The following table gives a comparison of the toxicity
of H,S and SO, to other very poisonous gases.

Common Chemical
Name Formula

Hydrogen
Cyanide

Hydrogen
Sulfide

Sulfur
Dioxide

HCN

H,S

SO,

Specific Threshold'azardous'ethap
Gravity Limit Limit Concen.

SG Air=1 tration

0.94 10 ppm 150 ppm/hr 300 ppm

1.18 10 ppm'pm/hr 600 ppm
20 ppm

221 5 ppm 1000 ppm

Chlorine

Carbon
Monoxide

Carbon
Dioxide

Methane

'Threshold

Cl, 2.45 1 ppm 4 ppm/hr 1000 ppm

CO 0.97 50 ppm 400 ppm/hr 1000 ppm

CO, 1.52 5000 ppm 5% 10

CH, 0.55 90,000 ppm Combustible
above 5%
in air

limit - concentration at which it is believed that
all workers may be repeatedly exposed day
after day without adverse effects.

'Hazardous limit - concentration that may cause death.

'Lethal concentration - concentration that will cause death
with short. term exposure.

'Threshold limit = 10 ppm ~ 1972 ACGIH (American Con.
ference of Governmental Industrial Hygien-

ists).

'Threshold limit = 20 ppm —1966 ANSI acceptable ceiling
concentration for eight*hour exposure (bas-
ed on 40 hour week) is 20 ppm. OSHA Rules
and Regulations (Federal Register, Volume

37, No. 202, Part II, dated October 18, 1972.)



Physical Effects
Qn Humans

Physical Effects

The principal hazard is by inhalation. When the amount
of gas absorbed into the bloodstream exceeds the
bloodstream's oxidation capacity, systemic poisoning
results. The resulting symptoms will depend on the
physiological make.up of the individual, the concentration
of H,S breathed, and the volume of the concentration
breathed.

Depending on these factors, the following symptoms
may be seen individually or in combinations: headache, diz-
ziness, excitement, nausea, coughing, drowsiness, burning
sensation in the eyes, nose, and throat, and labored
respiration with respiratory paralysis at higher concentra-
tions.

NOTE: THE SENSE OF SMELL IS QUICKLY PARALYZEO
BY HRS. DO NOT RELY ON THE SENSE OF SMELL
AS A METHOD OF OETECTION.

The following chart has been prepared to give an idea
of what effects H,S may have on an individual at varying
concentrations. Keep in mind that these are relative
reactions. Every individual, due to his different body
make-up, will respond a particular way to a particular
concentration of H,S. Repeated exposure to H,S has no
documented cumulative effect and therefore neither in-
creases or decreases an individua!'s future susceptibili-
ty to H,S.

Since this chart deals in parts-per-million (ppm), to
give an example of how small one (1) ppm actually is:

lf time were equated in terms of ppm, then 1 ppm
would be the equivalent of taking 1 second out of 11 1/2
days.

Hopefully, this will help put into perspective the term
"ppm".
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Detection
There are severai detection devices availabie for alerting

personnel to the presence of H,S. When testing, always be
prepared to encounter lethal concentrations of the gas.

NOSE —DO NOT RELY ON YOUR NOSE AS A METHOD OF
DErECTION.

You can smell as little as 1 ppm of H,S but as the
concentration approaches the 150 ppm range, your sense
of smell is quickly deadened giving a false sense of securi-
ty. Anytime anyone smells "rotten eggs", they should im-

mediately hold their breath, proceed upwind and/or don
their protective breathing equipment, and notify their
supervisor. DO NOT HESITATE.

AMPOULES, SPOT CHECKS —These detection devices
change color usually from white to a brown or black due to
lead sulfide being formed from the reaction of lead acetate
with hydrogen sulfide. These are not accurate, only appli-
cable in low concentrations of H,S, and should only be us-
ed as an indicator.

HAND OPERATED MECHANICAL AIR SAMPUNG TUBE
DETECTORS —This device consists of a pump which
draws a known volume of the gas being sampled through a
graduated tube containing selica gel granules coated with
various reagents. Tubes are available for testing both H,S
and SO, gases. The presence of the gas being tested will

be shown as a gradual color change of the granules. For
proper color changes, correction factors, and accuracy in-

formation, leaflets accompany each box of tubes and
should be read carefully before attempting a test.

There are several reliable hand-held detectors available,
but their accuracy will depend on the training and practice
of the operator. DO NOT test for H,S or SO, unless you are
prepared to encounter lethal concentrations.

PERSONAL ELECTRONIC MONITORS —These portable
units vary in design and function but will continuously
monitor for H,S at the sensor head. Should H,S be encoun-
tered, at a preset concentration an audible alarm will be ac-
tivated and certain models will also give a readout.

FIXED MONITORING SYSTEMS —These systems contin-

uously monitor for W,S at key points and once preset con-
centrations are detected, visual and audible alarms are trig.
gered to warn personnel. Once a concentration has been
detected, the hand-held tube detector may be used to con-
firm the electronic monitor's reading. Irregardless of the
fixed monitoring system reading, wear protective breathing
equipment when making tests.

TUTWILER METHOD —This is an extremely accurate
method for testing very low to very high concentrations
of H,S. It involves a titration process and requires
special apparatus for conducting.

J

Protection
Once concentrations of H,S have exceeded 20 ppm, the

usage of protective breathing equipment becomes essen-
tial. It is of utmost importance that potentiai users of self.
contained breathing apparatus know the limitations, in-

tended use, availability, location, maintenance, and ap.
plicable rules and regulations pertaining to the equipment.

There are basically three categories of self-contained
breathing apparatus available.

ESCAPE UNITS —This unit is also referred to as an air cap-
sule and generally characterized by a clear elasticized
enclosure which fits around the neck totally covering the
head. These units are designed to supply enough air to
allow you to escape to a safe breathing area in the event of
an emergency.

WORK UNITS —By design, these units allow the user to
work for extended periods of time in toxic atmospheres
and the weight of the unit considerably lessens worker
fatigue. Breathable air is supplied via an airline from an ap-
proved air supply. This unit also has an escape bottle
designed to allow the user passage to a safe breathing
area should conditions warrant such action.



RESCUE UNITS —This unit limits the user to a thirty-
minute supply of air. Also referred to as a "back pack", this
unit allows the user unlimited mobility, can also be used as
a work unit, and is utilized should someone be overcome by
H,S necessitating an emergency rescue. An audible alarm
sounds when approximately 5 minutes of air is left, thus
aliowing the user enough time to return to a safe breathing
area.

Note: Here again, due to the different physiological make.
up of individuals, the total amount of "air time" gotten out
of a selfwontained breathing apparatus wili vary from user
to user. The primary factors effecting time are physical
condition, physical size, amount of physical activity being
performed, and the mental state of the user.

Physlcai Umltatlons: The following conditions must be
adhered to when using self.contained breathing apparatus:
t. Facial hair must not interfere with a proper face seal.
2. Eye glass tempfates can not pass between the mask

and face.
3. Dentures should be worn to insure a proper seal.
4. Contact lenses should not be worn in toxic at-

mospheres with supplied air respirators.

REMEMBER: Anytime concentrations of H,S have exceed-
ed 20 ppm, you must don your protective
breathing equipment which will protect you
only when you use it properly. And for it to
function properly, it must be reguiarly clean-
ed, inspected and repaired when necessary.
Never store breathing equipment partiaiiy fill-

ed, empty, or with the straps tightened. In an
emergency, improperiy maintained equip-
ment could cost a man his life.

Safety Systems
and Devices

BUDDY SYSTEM —Once H,S begins breaking out into the
tmosphere, workers should begin working in pairs. Thisamo

means under no circumstances should anyone gn o
anywhere without letting someone know where he is going
and watching him if necessary. This system is only effec-
tive when fug participation occurs.

SAFETY BELTS AND RETRIEVAL ROPES —Should work

necessitate a worker(s) going into a potentially high risk

area, then a lifeline should be secured to a safety belt in the
event emergency retrieval is necessary. Also, when going
into enclosed spaces or descending into potentially high
risk areas, workers should wear lifelines.

WARNING SIGNS —Various warning signs should be
located at key entrances and around the rig. It is important
for workers to be aware of the location of these signs, their

purpose, and of course, to obey the warnings.

BRIERNG AREAS —At least 2 safe briefing areas will be
designated on location. Preferably the Number 1 Safe
Br'efing Area will be established upwind from the well ac-
cording to the prevailing wind direction. The other sa ef
briefing area should be set perpendicular to the wellbore
from the Number 1 Safe Briefing Area,

ln the event of an emergency, personnel not pertinent to
well control can gather in the upwind safe briefing area to
make certain everyone is accounted for and to await fur-

ther instructions from the supervisor in charge.
Normally, additional breathing and safety equipment is

located at the safe briefing areas.

CASCADE SYSTEMS —Cascade systems are the
breathable air source which supplies air to the work units
discussed earlier. They normally consist of various
numbers of 300 cubic feet cylinders manifolded together
with a high/low pressure regulator to reduce the air

pressure going to the low pressure manifolds in strategic
work areas. The number of cascade systems varies with

location size and low pressure system layout.



WIND INDICATORS —Concentrations of H,S can be rapid-
ly dispersed by the wind, depending on wind velocity and
H,S concentrations and volumes. To determine wind direc-
tion, windsocks and windstreamers should be installed
around the location. Also flags, smoke from engines,
smoke from flares, and steam rising from the "possum bel-
ly" and mud pit area can be good wind direction indicators.

ALL PERSONNEL SHOULD DEVELOP WIND DIRECTION
CONSCIOUSNESS.

RIG FANS —On calm days or nights, rig fans can be utiliz-
ed to help disperse H,S concentrations effectively in the
work area. In addition to reducing the respiratory hazard,
the use of rig fans can lessen the chance of combustible
concentrations accumulating.

FLARE GUN —In the event of an H,S release and after all
procedures have been attempted to repair the leak source,
if it has been determined that:
1. Human life is in danger.
2. There is no hope of controlling the leak or blowout

under the prevailing conditions, then the supervisor in

charge may use the flare gun to ignite the welL

The flare gun may also be used for igniting a flare should
the flare pilot light fail. Sometimes due to the small volume
of gas being flared, it is very hard to successfully light the
flare using a flare pistol.

Emergency Resene
nnIi First AIIi

With the proper safety system, professional training, and
the desire on everyene's behalf to maintain the "safest"
safety program, injuries from H,S exposure should be non-
existant. However, should someone be overcome or ef-
fected by H,S, then the preparedness and immediate ac-
tion of his fellow workers can very well be the key to his sur-
vival.

The proper procedure for executing an emergency
rescue follows:

10

1. When someone sees a fellow worker overcome or being
overcome by H,s, perhaps his initial instinct may be to
run into the toxic area and drag the victim to a safe
breathing area. This could cost the would-be rescuer his
life, as well as the victim'. Remember. ALWAYS put on
PROPER rescue respiratory equipment before attemp-
ting a rescue. Try to attract other's attention to the fact
that someone has been overcome by H,S.

2. After checking the wind indicators, move the victim to
fresh air at once.....UPWIND OR CROSSWIND AWAY

from the wellbore or source of gas.
3. If: The victim is not conscious

The victim is not breathing
Then: Mouth-to-mouth respiration should be administer-

ed immediately. Continue until an oxygen resusita-
tor is brought in or normal breathing is restored.

4. After reviving a victim: Keep the victim lying down.
Cover him only enough to keep
him from losing body heat. (It is
better for him to be slightly cool
than toasty warm.)

5. Call for medical help/doctor as soon as possible.

6. DO NOT leave the victim unattended until medical help
arrives.

REINEMBEIL The average person will die in 4 to 6 minutes
or less if his oxygen supply is cut off. Many times it is im-

possible to teil exactly when a person stopped breathing.
He may be very near death when you first discover him.
Therefore, you should always start artificial respiration AS
SOON AS POSSISLE. The objectives of artificial respiration
are:
1. To maintain an open airway through the mouth and

nose.
2. To cause air to flow in and out of the lungs.

The following Red Cross suppliment gives an illustrated
step-by-step procedure for properly administering mouth-
to.mouth resuscitation. Due to the common use of chewing
tobacco, snuff, etc. in the oil patch, after tapping the victim
on the shoulder and shouting "Are you okay?", if there is
no response then quickly before executing the head tilt,
visually check the victim's mouth for any foreign matter.
Remove any foreign matter by sweeping it out using your
finger and then execute the head tilt.

11



WREN SIIEATRIN6 7 PS
TAP VICTIM ON THE SHOULDER ANO SHOUT
"ARE YOU OKAYv"

TILT THE VICTIM'S HEAD, CHIN POINTING UP
Place one hand under the viclifti ~ rises snd
dandy litt Al the sama time, push with 0» cahot
hand on Ihe wctim 4 hwehasd This vnh mow dw
fondue away from Ihe back ot the throat lo open
th4 ouwoy,

IMMEDIATELY LOOK. LISTEN. AND FEEL FOR
AIR
whse mstntsrntnp Ihe backward head lik pose
tron. PI4ce your ch440 and e4r close 10 tha Wc.
hm' mouth and noes. Look Ioi Iho cli4sl lo nse
snd rss whiie you listen and teat tor tne mtum
ot sir. chock lof &bout 5 seconds

GIVE FOUR OUICK BREATHS
Msmlain the backward head tih, pinch Ihe wc.
tim' nose with the nano thai is on the vtctttns
lofoti4ad to prov4ht loaksdo ol aif. 0040 your
mann wilts, fake 4 Iteep bream. seto yovi moutn
sroutid Iho vicliiii s itioulh, 4hd blow into III4 vic
lirn' mouth with tour quick but tua bnlaths lust
&s l4sl 4$ you cari When blowinq. rise only
anmtqh lim4 botwoeii bflialhs lo litt your hasty
Ntdhtty lor Oetter mnahpion For an Isdank diva
qsntta puffs and blow throvoh the mouth aee
nose and 00 not till Ihe head back as tsr as for
4fl Nhill

lt you 00 not oot tin 4if evchsiioo wtvlfi yov blow.
n mey nero to reposit on tha head and try spain.
AGAIN, LOOK, LISTEN AND FEEL FOR AIR
EXCHANGE.

IF TIKI% IS STILL NO BREATHINO CHANGE RATE TO ONE BREATH EVERY 5
SECONDS FOR AN ADULT.

FOR AN INfANT, GIVE ONE GENTLE PUFF
EVERY 3 SECONDS

MERITS.T~ METHOD tha mourn.lo.nose rnemod can be used wim ms
sequence dssci bed above instead of Ihe mouln.
Io-mouth method Ms nisiii lhe backward head.
tilt position with tne hand on tha victims tote.
need Remove lne nano from under me neck and
ctose tne victims mouth Blow into lhe victims
nose Open vie v slim s mouth tor Ihe looli listen
eno teer step

fe more *terllwwn scout teem siu! einw ,'iemniis imiiruowa reelect reu neil crew eiieei ~ i te I news

ARTIFICIAL RESPIRATION

AmeMcall ~Cpggg
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RESUSCITATOR: There are various models of oxygen

resuscitators available for giving artificial respiration. To

operate the oxygen resuscitator on your location, the

general procedures are as follows:

1. place a blanket or similar article under the victim'

shoulders to facilitate opening the airway. If mouth-to-

mouth is being administered, the rescuer can continue

the head tilt for an open airway rather than using a
blanket, etc.

2. Oxygen should not be applied to a greasy face due to
the danger of spontaneous combustion occurring.

3. Open the oxygen cylinder by turning it counterclock-

wise and check the pressure gauge.

4. Make certain the facepiece cushion is properly inflated.

5, On the facepiece press the green button to make cer.
tain air flow occurs. (through this step another rescuer
ShOuid have been COntinuOuSly adminiStering rncuth-tO

mouth to the victim.)

6. Place the facepiece firmly over the victim's mouth and

nose immediately after an inflation.

7. Press the green button to supply a flow of oxygen into

the victim's lungs and when his lungs have expanded,
reiease the button keeping the facepiece in place to
allow the victim to exhale through the exhalation ports.

8. Repeat the lung inflations at the rate of 1 every 5
seconds.

9. After the victim begins breathing on his own, keep him

in a lying down position and cover only enough to pre-

vent the loss of any body heat.

10. Call for medical help/doctor as soon as possible.

11. Do Not leave unattended until medical help arrives.

REMEMBER: For the successful execution of an emergen-

cy rescue and follow.up first aid treatment, cool headed ac-
tion is critica!. Emergency rescues will not be effective
unless YOU are prepared.

v'
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Monitoring and controlling hydrogen
suliide (H S) in a natural-gas transmis-
sion environment requires a compre-
hensive program. Here are the com-
ponents for such a program along with
a discussion oi elements of Nova's
gas-transmission unit's control efforts.

Nova's Alberta gas-transmission di-
vision (AGTD) is responsible I'or the
gathering, measuring, quality control,
and transmission of Alberta natural
gas exported from the province.

The ACTD pipeline system consists
of 8,745 miles of pipeline, ranging in
size from 2 to 42 in., and 38 compres-
sor stations with 544,677 installed hp
(Fig. I). There are 481 receipt points
and 93 major delivery points on the
system.

v(ore than 75;ro of marketed Cana-
dian natural-gas production is trans-
ported through Nova's facilities.

Specifications for limiting and con-
trol of hydrogen sulfide (H25) concen-
trations exist ior virtually every com-
pany in the business of producing,
transporting, or distributing natural
gas. These speciiications are driven by
a number ol'actors, each. of which
influences the degree oi monitoring
and control required.

Safety, corrosion. Effects of H,S
depend upon the concentration and
length of exposure

~ 4 ppTq —Sulfurous smell clearly
detected.

~ 40 ppm —Threshold limit value.
This is the maximum concentration at
which an individual can be exposed
ior an 8-hr period without adverse
effects. Above this limit protective

Based on a presentation to the 22nd Cutf Coast
,Measurement Short Course. Houston, Sept. i 4-17.

equipment such as breathing appara-
tus must be worn.

~ 100 ppm —At this concentration,
sense oi smell is lost in 3-5 min and
eyes and throat may burn.

~ 500 ppm —At this concentration,
the effects on the nervous system re-
sult in loss of reasoning and balance
and will lead to stoppage of breathing
within 15 min.

~ -l,000 ppm —Exposure at this lev-
el results in immediate unconscious-
ness and leads quickly to death.

A strongly corrosive nature is one
of'he

major reasons for limiting H25 to
very low levels for transmission and
distribution. H25 in the presence of
small amounts of oxygen and water
forms sulfuric acid which promotes
aggressive corrosion of iron-based
materials.

*

A typical requirement to prevent
significant H,S-related corrosion is to
reduce H,S to below the 1.0 grain/
100 scf level.

Industrial users of natural-gas feed-
stocks and fuels can be very sensitive
to H,S and total sulfur levels.

Industries requiring low H25 or sul-
fur contents include metallurgical fur-
naces producing low-sulfur alloys or
steel, products containing copper or
brass, and the making of special glass
wares. Fertilizer plants have catalyst
beds that can be poisoned by very low
levels of sulfur (less than 0.5 ppm),
and replacement of the catalyst is
expensive.

Similar requirements exist in other
petrochemical industries using natu-
ral-gas feedstocks.

Contractual requirements. These
factors are reflected in contracts ad-
dressing the sales and purchase of gas,
transportation tariffs, or other trans-
porting agreements. The contracts
usually define gas~uality require-
ments and place tight control on the
permissible level of H,S and total

Comprehensive monitoring
controls hydrogen sulfide
in gas-transmission system

sulfur in the gas stream.
Typical contractual levels for sales

gas in a transmission environment
range from 0.25 to 1.0grains H,S/100
scf, while specifications for total sulfur
are in the 5 to 25 grains/100 scf range.

Total sulfur compounds such as
mercaptans do not exhibit the degree
of toxicity associated with H,S and
therefore as a group are permitted a
higher concentration. From a trans-
mission perspective, there is generally
little difficulty in meeting the total
sulfur requirements.

Actual concentrations of H.S and
total sulfur in transmission-quality gas
are normally well below any contrac-
tual specifications. This is particularly
true for systems with large numbers of
meter stations feeding the system.

Because not all primary@jductiog
is sour,'the'mixing of pitjfiic tton, froiy
sweet wells with sour production gl,
specification levels resuits lid„-s.coin-a-
mingled concentration well below the,-
required concentration."

A final contractual factor that results
in a requirement to maintain a high
level of monitoring and control is the
meeting of differences in the specifi-
cation of contractual levels of H25
from the production side right through
to the downstream pipeline or end
user,

Transporting of natural gas typically
involves a number of related contracts
including producer/broker contracts,
transporter/broker contracts, and
downstream pipeline or end user/bro-
ker contracts. All these independent
requirements must be consistent or
have enough flexibility built into the
transmission system facilities to ensure
all requirements are met.

Detection equipment
To ensure the H,S monitoring is met

with the resolution, periodicity, and
accuracy required, a number of moni-
toring devices has been developed
and are in common use.

it{jq
" n"s|tua~

t ', iring conti ou: ou'tirie.ie-
~.o7,'S conc'entHNi: @k
stream.

These analyzers find application in
monitoring individual receipt stations
to enforce gas-quality specifications at
the production site, analyzing main-
line concentrations to detect off-spec
gas not identified at the source, and
ensuring merchantable gas is deliv-
ered at sales stations.

Lead acetate tape. '"te,qf
«liney .change. Ln

Rtate to %bown 8 - yres-
+K8"'of ffg515 one o~~s~oi@
~ly~W %pproaeee"-%55fggtig
the level of H25 in'gas.sW~

The sensing element in these types
of analyzers is a tape impregnated
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with lead acetate, which is exposed to
sample gas under controlled flow
rates and conditions.

The H S in the gas stream reacts
with the lead acetate to produce a
stain, and the density (light reflectiv-
ity) of the stain is monitored by a
photocell. The level of light reflected
to the photocell is related to the
amount oi H,S in the gas stream.

Operation ol this type of analyzer
requires filtering of the gas from a
sample line and regulation to a tixed
f'Iow rate. Excess sample rates are
normally used to reduce the time lag
while the gas travels trom the sample
probe to the analvzer.

The gas is then saturated with acetic
acid solution at a constant tempera-
ture to ensure enough moisture is
present to generate a reaction be-
tween lead acetate and H S and to
dissolve any lead carbonates that may
have formed on the tape.

The saturated sample gas then pro-
ceeds to the measuring cell and sensi-
tized tape. Gas entering the measur-
ing cell passes through or over the
tape, reacts with the lead acetate, and
is vented.

The measuring section of the ana-
I yzer consists of reference and mea-
suring lamps and photocell detectors.
The difference in light levels deter-
mined by the photocell observing the

stained tape and that of the reference
photocell is proportional to the con-
centration of H,S in the gas stream.

To increase the response time of the
analyzer, some instruments addition-
ally observe the rate of staining to
detect rapid changes in H.S concen-
tration.

Depending on the application of
the analyzer, the output may be di-
rected to a chart recorder for perma-
nent record. The strip chart may serve
as a legal document in cases of disput-
ed levels of Hzs concentration or sys-
tem contamination.

This detection principle is widely
used in the gas industry and is a
proven, reliable method of determin-
ing H,S levels. The approach is not
susceptible to interference effects, and
response times are generally in the 3-5
min range.

Light absorption. Absorptive photo-
metric analysis uses the principle of
the unique spectrum of light absorbed
by sulfur to quantify the concentration
in the gas stream. Light or radiation
from a source lamp is filtered to re-
move all wavelengths except the H,S
(sulfur) absorbing f'requency, and is
directed through a gas sample towards
a receiver..

The amount of radiation detected at
the receiver depends on the concen-
tration of the Hzs: The higher the H,S

level, the more radiation is absorbed.
This type of analyzer also requires

careful control of the sample gas en-
tering the analyzer. Sampling systems
include filtering, pressure regulation,
and conditioning columns containing
packing materials to inhibit other sul-
fur compounds.

Sample gas enters a cell of known
volume, through which a radiation
beam is passed. Filters are used to
permit only the wavelength absorbed
by H2S to pass through to a photode-
tector.

The photodetector tube generates a
dc-output signal proportional to the
radiation intensity which is transmit-
ted to a control module.

The control module compares the
photodetector output signal to a refer-
ence; the H,S concentration is pro-
portional to the difference between
these signals.

As this system uses packed columns
to isolate the H,S component of the
gas stream, the analyzer operates on a
sample-and-purge basis of the sam-
pling column. Additionally, the ana-
lyzer uses helium to provide a zero
check on a periodic basis.

Key features of this detection system
include fast response times (typically
in the order of 30 sec to 1 min), and
the elimination of maintenance prob-
lems associated with mechanical sys-
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tems and disposable tape.
!nterference effects of gas-procssing

agents have been observed and as the
approach is technically advanced, op-
eration and maintenance of the ana-
lyzer require a higher level of exper-
tise.

Electrolytic cell. Titration is another
method utilized to determine levels of
HaS and total sulfur in an on-line
environment'.

This technique utilizes an electro-
lytic cell with an acid solution (hydro-
bromic) through which sample gas is
bubbled. Platinum electrodes are in-
serted into the cell and a controlled
current is passed through the solution.

At one electrode, hydrogen is gen-
erated and escapes with the same gas
leaving the cell. Bromine is generated
at the other cell, is dissoled in the
solution, and reacts with H25 (and
other sulfur compounds) in the sample
gas.

A sensing electrode is also included
in the cell and is connected across the
bromine-generating electrode. When
excess bromine is generated, the cur-
rent in this sensing loop is measured
and flows through a switching transis-
tor to turn the generating current off.

The generating current is controlled
in this fashion to maintain a specific
concentration of bromine in the cell.

Actual concentration of H,S is de-
termined by a measure of the generat-
ing current and a comparison of the
average current required when no H2S
exists in the sample. The amount of
additional current in excess of the
background current is proportional to
the concentration of H,S,

Some factors to consider when this
type of analyzer is used include a
longer response time and the con-
sumption of the hydrobromic acid so-
lution. The approach is well proven
and the analyzer is generally easy to
maintain.

In addition to the commonly used
methods of on-line detection of H25,
several other approaches are ayaifame

~jj"(nqrm~ - =»~qo~nI
indlCatOrS), 'a: e 'rOniC Sesnmrmil

These types of approaches may be-
come more common as the tech-
niques are refined and the applicabil-
ity to on-ine, remote instrumentation
needs is enhanced.

Spot sampling; CaY'd~~rjIffer
~zr . ~t@yjgit r H;5':levels

o a 'spot-sXmpIFb4$ ," These detec-
tor tubes contain a specific amount of
reagent in a glass tube sealed at both
ends.

The tubes are used by breaking off
tips at both ends of the tube, installing
the tube in a sampling pump, and

drawing in a specific volume of the
sample gas.

The chemical reagent in the tube
reacts with the sample gas and a color
stain develops in the reagent.

Concentration of the gas tested for
is determined by the interface of
stainedlunstained reagent and is read
from a calibrated scale on the side of
the tube.

Typical accuracies of the tubes are
in the order of ~25'ln. Interference
effects can degrade the utility of the
tubes, but these effects are usually
clearly identified by the manufacturer.

In one specific case of H,S tubes,
interferences can occur from sulfur
dioxide, nitrogen dioxide, and mer-
captans but only when these com-
pounds are a significant ratio of the
H,S concentration.

There is a wide variety of tubes
available for many types of gases and
for detection at different concentration
ranges. For H>S; 'tubes are. available
for',measuring in ranges from as

higtt'M@0'jtt;to "as low's"'5-60 'pprn
IWt, with the latter more applicabh.".
to. transmission-quality gas.

The reaction used for the low level
tube is the H~S-lead acetate reaction
to form lead sulfide, which is indicat-
ed by a brown stain in the tube.

The reaction is as follows:

H2S+ Pb(CHsCOO)2~PbS + CH3COOH

Control program
A comprehensive program is re-

quired to maintain an effective system
of controlling and monitoring produc-
tion into a transmission system. This
program normally encompasses sever-
al approaches to ensure all monitoring
and control aspects are covered, and
the degree to which any particular
approach is utilized depends largely
on the nature of the transmission sys-
tem.

A pipeline that has a single receipt
and delivery can maintain effective
control by analyzing and monitoring
at that single point. Pipeline systems
with a multitude of receipt points, a
mixture of sweet and sour stations,
and a large number of delivery sta-
tions require a more comprehensive
program which would normally in-
clude a system supervisory role.

The following section outlines some
of the components utilized by Nova to
develop an overall H,S-monitoring
program.

Station design and operation. From
a transmission viewpoint, the key fac-
tor in controlling and limiting H2S in
the system is to control it at the
source. For transporters with primary
production immediately upstream of
the meter station; this requires moni-
toring the sales-gas stream from the

processing plant.
Effective control requires an appro-

priate meter-station design which al-
lows for the monitoring of the produc-
tion, curtailment of the off-spec gas,
and the appropriate communication
to the system control and production
personnel.

Fig. 2 shows a typical layout of a
meter station designed for gas coming
from a sour-processing plant. Al-
though the gas passing through this
facility almost always meets specifica-
tion, these facilities are intended to
prevent an upset at the plant resulting
in sour gas being delivered into the
transmission system.

A principle incorporated into No-
va's facility design philosophy is to
make the producer responsible for
ensuring that gas-quality specifica-
tions are maintained.

If off-spec production is received at
our station, production is immediately
curtailed, and the producer is respon-
sible for handling ot the off-spec gas.

This philosophy of requiring the
producer to maintain responsibility
and ownership of off-spec (sour) gas
translates into specific design features
to enforce that requirement.

On-line analyzer
As illustrated in Fig. 2, production

from a sour plant is continuously
monitored by an on-line analyzer, If
H,S concentrations exceed contract
by a small margin (10%), the analyzer
sends a signal to the automated block
valve, drops the solenoid, and the
block. valve is closed. This immediate-
ly stops the flow into the meter sta-
tion, and the gas plant is forced to
flare or take other appropriate plant
operational measures to resolve the
problem,

For multiple producers upstream of
the station, an approach of an individ-
ual analyzer per production stream
may be employed. We have adopted
a philosophy of dealing with a "com-
monstream producer" responsible for
ensuring gas quality for all production
upstream of the meter-station valve.

Once the plant is shut-in, the pro-
ducer is required to take back all sour
gas which has entered the transmis-
sion system for retreatment.

This gas is measured through a re-
turn run which is sized to meet the
plant's capacity to draw gas back.
with typical sizes ranging from one-
quarter to one-half of the receipt run
sizing.

To facilitate the return of sour gas,
some station designs have check
valves installed so the producer can
immediately start the cleanup opera-
tion while our called-out operator is

enroute. Stations without the check
valve must wait until field personnel
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. are on 'site to open the appropriate
valves and monitor the operation.

Nova's guideline is to require the
plant to return about twice the volume
of sour gas that entered the system.
This guideline is used to ensure ade-
quate cleanup has occurred and is
confirmed by field personnel taking
sniffer checks of the return gas.

Analyzer response time. Another
consideration is to ensure no sour gas
escapes into a mainline or is washed
downstream by other production in
the area. Meeting this requirement
depends on the response time of the
H,S analyzer.

"Bottle-piping" ensures that while
the analyzer is processing a shut-in
sequence, sour gas at the station does
not escape into the mainline. Because
typical response times for H,S analyz-
ers range from 30 sec to several min-
utes, a considerable volume of sour
gas can escape into the system if this
effect is not addressed.

The amount of downstream piping
required before connection to another
lateral or mainline or to any other
critical location (sales tap) can be
easily calculated given maximum pro-
duction rates, analyzer response
times, and worst-case operating pres-
sures and temperatures.

'Essentially, the volume of down-
stream piping must exceed the actual
volume of sour gas that can enter the
station while the analyzer is process-
ing a shut-in sequence.

This calculation can be expressed
as pipe volume = production rate at
line conditions x analyzer response
time.

A worst-case calculation assumes
production is at the maximum rate,
line conditions are at the lowest ex-
pected pressure and highest expected
temperature, and the response time is
the total time for the analyzing system
to enact a shut-in sequence.

In order to reduce the amount of
downstream piping, efforts to improve
the response time of the analyzing
system are required.

These include selection of equip-
ment with fast response times, reduc-
ing the length of sampling lines, locat-
ing the analyzer as far upstream of the
meter station as possible, and ensur-
ing any sales taps are not installed
within a critical distance of the meter
station.

In some cases, even the optimiza-
tion of the analyzer response time is
insufficient to protect the facility.
These cases typically occur in retrofit
or conversion situations and may re-
quire a considerable volume of pipe
to be installed.

This bottle-piping may consist of
several loops of pipeline to meet the
response-time objective. Installation

of bottle-piping is generally a last-
resort measure due to the high cost.

A final design consideration is ana-
lyzer reliability. All instrumentation is
subject to failure which may allow
sour gas to enter the pipeline unde-
tected and lead to significant disrup-
tion to processing plants.

In the case of failure to detect sour
production, the effects may include
H,S exposure to consumers or the
contamination of volumes delivered at
major sales stations.

False shut-in of the processing plant
causes a number of operational diffi-
culties for the plant personnel and
may result in large volumes being
flared.

Overcoming these concerns re-
quires a program of sound mainte-
nance as a first measure and in special
cases may require redundant instru-
mentation.

Depending on how the shut-in logic
is sequenced (parallel vs. series opera-
tion), the effect can be to reduce the
false shut-in rate to the plant at the
expense of increased risk of system-
contamination, or vice-versa. Fault-
tree analytical techniques can be used
to quantify these effects.

Field monitoring, Meter stations
added to the transmission system are
screened at the design stage for the
handling of production from a sour
field. However, the drilling of new
wells, the addition of new production,
or the decline of existing production
can result in a so-called "sweet facili-
ty" turning "sour."

To ensure sour production is not
added to the system without adequate
protection equipment installed at the
meter station {H2S analyzers, etc.),
Nova conducts spot checks of all
sweet meter stations on a periodic
basis.

For new meter stations being
brought on-line, spot samples with
sniffer tubes are taken once a week.
Once this initial sampling has oc-
curred and the station is well below
specifications, sniffer checks are re-
duced to once a month as a routine
operation.

In the event a spot sample indicates
the presence of H25 in excess of 75%
of the contract specification, Nova
installs a portable on-line analyzer at
the station to provide continuous
monitoring. The analyzer remains at
the station for a specified period to
obtain a representative indication of
the H2S levels in the sales-gas stream.

If. the portable analyzer or subse-
quent sniffer checks identify concen-
trations of H,S violating the contractu-
al specification, the plant is warned to
ensure measures are in place to meet
gas-quality requirements.

A second violation of the specifica-

tion results in a plant shut-in until
facilities are in place to ensure no sour
gas escapes into the transmission sys-
tem.

The meter station is then converted
to a sour facility and equipped with a
permanent H,S on-line analyzer, a
return run (for returning sour produc-
tion to the plant), an automated block
valve, and sufficient bottle piping to
meet the response-time requirements
of the analyzer.

Laboratory monitoring. Another
method of monitoring utilized by
Nova is laboratory sampling.

Routine gas samples are obtained at
all meter stations to determine heating
value and gas composition, and this
affords the ability to provide addition-
al monitoring for total sulfur.

Although the degradation of sulfur
compounds in steel and stainless-steel
sample cylinders is recognized, the
use of titration techniques and cylin-
der sample gas provides a practical
method of checking total sulfur levels.

Degradation of the sulfur in the
cylinders has been determined to be
in the order of 50% in a 2-4 week
period. Rather than check for total
sulfui at all field facilities (extensive
travel time), only facilities exceeding
50% of the contract specification as
tested by the laboratory are field test-
ed.

In Nova's experience, little difficul-
ty is seen in meeting total sulfur re-
quirements. Sour production in our
areas has a very high H2S constituent
in the sulfur compounds and, com-
bined with relatively high contractual
limits (5-20 grains/100 scf total sulfur),
has resulted in no requirement for on-
line monitoring of total sulfur at the
source.

System-wide monitoring. In a trans-
mission system remotely operated via
a supervisory control and data acqui-
sition (scada) system, H,S monitoring
can be maintained. This monitoring
provides a system-wide review of the
real time levels of H2S in the system
and allows for effective operational
control to ensure system deliveries are
within gas~uality requirements.

Nova employs monitoring at this
level to perform two functions.

The first function is to identify spe-
cific receipt stations that have exceed-
ed contractual levels and have been
shut in by on-site instrumentation.
The second allows for a system-wide
review of mainline H25 concentra-
tions and ensures deliveries meet gas-
quality requirements

Station monitoring is primarily one
of identification and communication
on an individual station basis. Stations
that are telemetered and equipped to
handle production from sour plants
have the ability to generate alarms in
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the gas-control (remote operations)
center.

Alarming can take several forms
from the generation of software-driven
alarms based on an analog value at
the gas-control site, to the transmitting
of alarm indications from the analyzer
itself.

Analog information usually pro-
vides greater detail and direct access
to operating history, but binary alarms
suffice on an individual station basis.
Additionally, the producer is often
provided with signals from the station
analyzer as a check on plant instru-
mentation.

Alarms typically include three sepa-
rate indications:

~ H,S failure. This alarm is driven
by self-diagnostics incorporated into
the analyzer and includes indication
of low photodetector voltages, failure
to auto-zero or power-supply interrup-
tions.

While the analyzer is in a known
failed state, the station is unprotected
and the response from gas control is to
dispatch field personnel immediately
to restore the analyzer to service.

~ H,S warning. This indication
alerts Nova's gas control to a potential
plant upset and is initiated by the
analyzer when the H,S level has
reached 80% ol'he contract limit.

The action taken by gas control is to
notify the plant personnel of the warn-
ing indication and allows the plant to
take corrective action to prevent total
shut-in.

~ HRS emergency. This alarm iden-
tifies a situation where the plant has
produced off-spec gas and is now
shut-in. Operations personnel are im-
mediately sent to the station in ques-
tion to ensure sour gas has not es-
caped into the system (in the event the
block valve failed to close) and to
initiate operations to return sour pro-
duction to the plant.

Supervisory monitoring. The sec-
ond function is one of system-wide
supervisory monitoring.

System-wide levels of H,S are mon-
itored by telemetering analog values
of analyzers distributed throughout
the system. Typical locations for mon-
itoring mainline H,S levels include
major receipt stations, major delivery
stations, compressor stations, or bor-
der stations.

Analyzers at these sites provide
continuous reporting of H,S levels
flowing past the point. Review of sys-
tem trends and abnormal increases in
mainline levels alerts gas-control per-
sonnel of potential system contamina-
t Ion.

The development of a system-wide
monitoring program requires ade-
quate instrumentation to identify the
approximate location of the source of
the problem and to allow enough time
for effective management of the prob-
lem.

Contamination. In the event the
plant has a sour upset and the auto-
matic shut-in equipment at a meter
station fails to function properly, there
is the potential to receive off-spec
production into the transmission sys-
tem.

Although this situation is rare, the
problem can be severe as the upset
may result in sour wellhead gas (in the
order of % H2S rather than ppm) betng
delivered into the system.

This problem is compounded when
there are sales taps or delivery stations
immediately downstream of the sour
plant, and the potential exists to ex-
pose the consumer to high-concentra-
tion H,S. Clearly, methods to mitigate
or eliminate this exposure are re-
quired.

If sour gas has entered the system,
action must be taken immediately to
reduce any potential risks associated
with the sour gas.

This action includes ensuring the
gas is not delivered to downstream
meter stations or sales taps and ensur-
ing appropriate protection is used by
field personnel, Deliveries may be
interrupted and the system operating
configuration changed immediately.

Process steps. A major objective in
addressing the situation is to capture
the sour gas and dilute the concentra-
tion to acceptable limits,

The activities associated with the
capture-and-blend process include.

~ Identification of the problem. Pre-
cise identification of both the concen-
tration and source of the contaminant
depends upon sufficient numbers of
analyzers to monitor mainline-gas
quality.

Even with a reasonable level of
instrumentation, the problem may
only be detected by system-control
personnel when the level has exceed-
ed alarm limits on a mainline analyz-
er.

~ Locat(on of the sour gas. The next .
step is to determine the location of the
sour gas. Although there is some
blending and dilution of the sour gas
as it travels down the pipeline, it
normally remains in a continuous sec-
tion.

Measures that can be used to deter-
mine the location between mairiline
analyzers include hydraulic modeling
of the system and sniffer checks taken
at mainline block valves by field oper-
ations personnel.

Hydraulic modeling can provide a
good estimate of the location of the
sour gas, if information on flow rates
and the time the upset occurred is
available.

~ Capture of the sour gas. The abili-
ty to capture the sour gas and prevent
it from being delivered to downstream
pipelines or sales stations depends
largely on the facilities and the
amount of time available.

For looped pipeline systems (i.e.,
parallel lines with regular block valve
and crossover connections), the nor-
mal approach is to identify a section
of looped line into which the sour gas
can be routed and captured.

Actual capture procedures depend
on the specific facilities in place, but
in general field personnel would be
dispatched to the location chosen to
isolate the sour gas and valve off one
of the loops to force the gas through
one line. Field personnel would then
monitor for the approach of the sour
gas by taking periodic sniffer checks,

Once the section of sour gas has
been detected, the appropriate cross-
over or mainline block valve would
be operated to capture the sour gas
and to allow sweet mainline flows to
resume flow in the other loop.

~ Blending to acceptable levels.
Once isolated in a section of loop, the
H2S can be diluted to acceptable lev-
els by blending the sour gas into the
main sweet stream. This blending is
normally accomplished by partly
opening a downstream crossover
valve and controlling the flow rate so
that the downstream concentration of
H,S is within contract.

Monitoring is accomplished by tak-
ing sniffer checks periodically and any
time after the blending valve is adjust-
ed. It is critical to ensure the H,S is
diluted to within spec on a continuous
basis, or the problem has not been
resolved and may require a further
capture-and-dilution attempt down-
stream. Once the sour gas has been
fully diluted and sweet mainline gas is
observed in the containment loop, the
system can be returned to normal.

Reference
1. Canadian Association of Oilwelf Drilling Con-

tractors, "Hydrogen Sulphide Training," april
1979.
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ATTACHilENT 3

Part 1 Introduction

Overcoming the complexities of safely working
with H,S is a monumental technological task.
Economically speaking, the problem is a stagger-
ing one. Educating personnel requires specialists
with a practical understanding of industry opera-
tion and a detailed knowledge of sour gas effects
under different ci'cumstances.

Engineering and design characteristics re-
quired for energy development in H,S areas
necessitate use of the most skilled technicians for
laboratory analysis and field testing. Tools and
tubulars must be specially trimmed. Normal
operating procedures must often be altered and
additional time taken to accomplish otherwise
routine tasks. These procedures and the special
metallurgical requirements are costly.

This series of articles will deal ivith specific
industry considerations ranging from safety and
ti sining to metallurgical and design criteria. It
will demonsti ate the magnitude of H.,S problems
and the extent to which the petroleum industry is
pioneering engineering concepts and operational
procedures.

N ew and deeper producing zones containing hydro-
gen sulfide (H,S) up to lethal levels, demand rigorously
safe operating practices in both drilling and production.
And older reservoirs, now under secondary or tertiary
recovery, are generating or releasing this dangerous
gas where its presence was not previously recorded.

Hydrogen su1fide is to'xic and corrosive. lt occurs
naturally in many geologic formations and is formed
primarily by decomposition of organic matter contain-
ing sulfur. Its characteristics are given in Table l.

Often termed sour gas, H.,S is found in many areas
throughout the U.S. Examples aim:

Smackover formation along the Gulf of Mexico
coastline.

~ Tuscaloosa formations along the Louisiana-
Mississippi coast.

~ Overthrust Belt in the Rocky Mountain area.
~ West Texas areas involved in secondary recovery

operations.
Rules and regulations are now strict with respect to

drilling and production. Government agencies respon-
sible for these rules not only include OSHA but other
federal and state agencies such as the USGS and the
Texas Railroad Commission. Strict regulations involv-

ing both operations and training were promulgated as an
afteimath of several tragic fatal incidences of acciden-
tal population exposuiv to the gas, as well as the need
for safe practices with respect to oil field personnel.
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TABLE 1.Characteristics of hydrogen sulfide gas
1. H,S gas is colorless.

2. The characteristic odor is that of rotten eggs. However. it is imperai>ve io
understand that relatively low concen<rahans ol hydrogen sulfide gas
deaden the olfactory nerves which regulate the sense oi smell as a de(ee-
l}on fool. These concenirailons are approximately 50 ppm.

3. Specific gravity of the gas is 1.192 which is greater ihan air (1.000}.
Therefore, the gas will tend lo settle in low areas such as the substructure
cellar and near mud pits.

4. The gas forms an explosive mixture with air in the ranges of 4.3'/a 10
457>concentrations. This is particularly dangerous when compared la
methane which is cambusf ibis in the 5/o lo 15'/i range.

5. Hydrogen sulfide has an ignition temperature of 500 F as compared fa
1,000 F for methane.

6. The gas burns with a blue flame bul produces sulfur dioxide, anolher

toxic gas.

7. H,S is soluble in water. producing a weak acid.

TABLE 2. Eff<actl of hydrogen sulfide on personnel

Concentration, '/>

0,00'I

0.01

0,02

u.OS

0.07

0.1

ppnf Bfecfs

10 Can smell; safe far 6 hours.

100 Kills smell in 3 lo 15 min; may burn eyes
and throat.

200 Kills smell quickly; stings eyes and throat.

500 Lass of balance; respiratory dill}col(les in

30 to 4S min.

700 Unconscious in less ihan15 min; death will

occur if noi rescued promptly; irnmediale

artificial resuscitation required.

1,000 Permanent brain damage if not rescued
immediately,

Phy»ical Effects
The effect of exposure to H,S depends on:

'Cun«entvation level of the gas.
~'Length of exposure.
~ "Pi«vious health condition of the indivi<lual.

Since H,S attacks the vespif'atovy and nevvous sys-
tems, individuals ivith pi evious physical disorders ave
mui e likely to have a lu(vev resistance to H,,S poisoning
tlran those ivithout 1 espivatuf 3 ov nevvous ailments.

Effects of HsS espusuve ale listed in Table 2. Note
th <t an exposure of vei y small cun«entiations in the
range uf u00 tu t>00 ppm can be fatal in a short time.

Hrief exp».ule to HxS at low concentlatiuns has
«ause<1 c»njunctivitis «nd kevatitis ivhile eipusuf« at
high c<>ncenti itiuns has cau. e<l un«»n<iuu. ness, vcs-
pii-.<t»iy p u'<lysis, <nd death. C»nclu.ive evid«nce uf
«lvei. «he;<1th «ffects fium vc}x.ate<i, lc>ng-ter m eq)»-
.ui'e tu H,S it l»1« cuncentf'1<ti»ns h;<. Hut been f»un<1.
However, the> e is some eviden«e th;<t «qwi. ui «at 1»w
«< ncenti'ati»ns ui in «<>mhin;<tiun <vith»t.hei ch«nfi«al
sub. tan«es such;<s hy(h'»c;<vbuns m;<y caus( nei v»us-
system, c'u'(li»v'iscul'n', <u1(l g'<stv»i<it«»tin<<i <li. uv(l«< s.

The<'e ave n» phavm«c«utic;<1;<nti(l<>tc. t» H,.S p»i. »n-
ing. If;< peis»n i. uv«ice>m«by H,.S, i.c.«u«is u.-ing
pn>i (.v vc. pii at»i y e(iuipment . h»ul<l 1 em»v( th» vi»-
tiru t» '<. »fe upx«in(l ai'(.a fi »n1 thc cc»<t'>min;cticin. Sin«e

H.,S depl ive. the victim of oxygen, it b«comes ncces-
savy to. upply ff esh, uncunt,aminatud ail t» the gassed
victim. If the victim's bieathing ha» «e'<.e<l, }>r»mpt
<vtificiai irespii ation mu. t be a<lmini. t«v«<1. IVhcn the
victim 1 ec»vevs, hc shoul<l c»ntinue tu be ubsei ve(i;<nd
transferred tu a me(lical facility fui pvuf«.. iunal me(li-
cal attention.

Effect» Of H S On Metal
The basic veaction that takes place i«hen i<on is ex-

posed to moi. t H S can best be .een by the fuvmula
presented belo'Lv.

Fe+ H.S Fe,S, + 2H

This basic veaction <rill ci cate atomic hydiogen in the
system and can cause many cuit usi»n pvublems depend-
ing un the circumstances.

The thl ee pveduminant types uf cuvl osiun of concern
are hydvogen blisteving, hydvugen embrittlement, and
sulfide stress cuvvo:ion. Each uf those wiii be consid-
eved in detail in a futuve avticle. BILsteving in its
simplest fov<n is actually the fuvlyuition of blistev on the
iron suvface clue to continued espu. uve to excessive
hydvogen ions in a corrosive envil unment. This usually
occufrs on metals (rith lour yield .ti ent<hs.

Hydvogen embrittlement is of gveatev concevn be-
cause it occufrs 1rithin the mici ostvu«tuv«uf the ivon and
cannot be veadily seen. Embiittlument occult uhen
atomic hydvogen accumulates in the vuid. uf cnst'<1
defects ov stress-in(luced micvufva«tuves uf nun(luctile
steel of high stveni<h ol hav(lness and incvease. inter-
nal pi essule until the yield stvength is escee(led. Hy-
dfogen embvittlement i..imilav «nd, in the diilling
industvy, is often consideve(l synonymous ivith sulfide
stvess cvacking.

The type of HxS covl o. iun encuuntei t<1 ivill d«pend
on many factuvs:
~ Yield stvent<h of the metal.
~ Type of metal.
~ 'Rockwell hat'dness.
~'Stress level encountel ed.
~ 'H..S concentration.
~ Tempei atuve at (vhi«h the m«t;il is expo. ed tu H,.S.
~ Actual envivumnent in 1«hich the iit>n i. pla«ed.

Abuut the Authuf »

>'>>'c <>I 4</<<>eex. i> lio lire~i >exl> n< lnl <> »i<i>i/i< i ei/'x< I»ic>/xiii flic

/>c i</i <i/'n II n>nl>wl no<i l>>/<I>~e>I<'» ~eel/>cic «<>ii llr. Ie«>e n i ill< o

>e>e»er>'e>ee>e n>'le<'I<'ic i'<'I« le» II li> <I>'>II<>il/ I>e'e>I>ie'»»c i>ie ir<'ll <ex

rlir .ie>e»e-Ic>-I>c ->c I«c»cc >I l>e>e>I< -lie'll C e»>I> ~ >I I'>c>I>lc >ee>'>ol
+c>I i i I e e»e >e

f)e»e ('<e>'Ie >, c> ei> i>cie«>I< i>I'/lie I'»ee'<'e'> i/ei e>/'c>e>II>ee'e.ire i »

I iinixie»eo, is/lie i»~I> iic ri>i /i>i I'> c >i/i«'c'L'ln e»<I~'Ii>r>I>c>er< o
:c>>II>elc .'ec lo>ol.:l iillioe <f>>ce i'i nil <i> li< I< c >c lie/i >iir re> II<» i ii

tr» cliilliiii/ i>eel>ear>'i/, lii eel~>> Ieeoe nine/i>< lc il »ece»er .iiee»r

<i>e»wry Ile>i>ocr/i>»il rl» I .y.
Iw» i u I»i<i<»»i, ei I >I>~ ii i II re»el>v>l e>eel> «rle» li» I'>c ori< <

>L'l< rcii<lxi o I iifie>I<'ll<'. I ii., Iee>x i<'i>il > clio niiie>ee> «ii>c cri
iil'lii

iiil e»clreir> u li'iioi nioirli>ic'rl;iou Ii> li<iioiiiir .i>ei>c i e'e~e»'.

8<'>i ee iriv><l>0<le'(il II>I<(II<' ee>e'c'><c>II/ <»iil rl>i' »ee'c'e'Ã>II/ (Il

4<>e>II> ee'e ~rc i o I.e»>i >cic»>ce.



Part 2 Rules And Regulations

T he petroleum industry is faced with many state and
federal regulations concerning drilling and production
in known or suspected sour gas areas. Most state regu-
lations are designed to protect the public while federal
regulations basically are designed to protect the
employee and deal primarily with the selection and use
of respiratory equipment.

OSHA
The Occupational Safety and Health Administration

(OSHA) states, "Respirators shall be provided by the
employer when such equipment is necessary to protect
the health of the employees. The employer shall pro-
vide the respirators which are applicable and suitable
for the purpose intended. The employer shall be re-
sponsible for the establishment and maintenance of a
respiratory protective program which shall include the
requirements as set forth in 29 CFR 1910.134."

'heserequirements call for an 11-point program that
an employer must follow in order to meet the regula-
tion's minimum requirements. Some of these cover
categories such as selection of respirators, mainte-
nance and training requirements, assignment and stor-
age of respirators. Others cover surveillance of the
work area and the capability of an employee to work in
respiratory equipment.

In the selection of respiratory equipment, the regu-
lation states that proper selection shall be made accord-
ing io the guidance of American National Standard
Practices for Respiratory Protection Z88.2-1969. To-
day, respirators authorized for use in an H,,S environ-

.,;;-,'.,>+'.:.-,.„-'"„,:TABlS 1.Tolerance limit value -. -. ".';.:.;~~
'w.:"Maintien-,":,a,",Wt 0me wel0bbel . -, AaaepielNe eei0e0» ",

qw~" H-S p +l~+~~'N«,'0 ppm:-~«'"'U«~"' 20 ppnl -«e»' "
. ',I ~~,-':,'':.;5~~ble maabnum peak above accephhle,,'. '-".:

';,.:.~" ..:„';,concenlmllon 1'41 alu1t

,,"'. 50 ppm -".~~j~-.' 10 min once ael only it no otbw .-;.:..
meaaunlble expoaum occule

ment must be certified according to requirements set
forth by the National Institute of Occupational Safety
and Health (NIOSH) and Mine Enforcement Safety
Administration (MESA). If a unit does not bear a
NIOSH/MESA certification number, it is not au-
thorized for use in an HP environment. This authority
was given NIOSH by 30 CFR 11.

The training requirements simply state, "The user
shall be instructed and trained in the proper use of
respirators and their limitations." Possible future re-
quirements are discussed in the following section.

NIOSH
The question of when an employer must provide

the employee with respirators is mandated by NIOSH.
NIOSH has stated that no employee shall be exposed to
Hg above the tolerance limit value (TLV) —29 CFR
1910, Tables x, y, and z. The TLV for HUS is 10 ppm
or 1/1000 of 100%. When the possibility exists that
HP may be encountered above this concentration,
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proper respiratory equipment must be readily avail-
able (Table 1).

Currently in committee is a NIOSH publication that
may soon become a hydrogen sulfide standard and as
such will affect the drilling industry. The Department
of Health, Education and Welfare document is entitled,
Criteria for a Recommended Standard for Occupa-
tionat Exposure to Hydrogen Sulfide.-'he following
are some of its recommendations.

Workplace —Exposure to hydrogen sulfide shall be
controlled so that no employee is exposed to hydrogen
sulfide at a ceiling concentration greater than 15 mg of
E,S/cu meter of air (10 ppm) as determined with a
sampling period of 10 min for up to a 10-hr work shift in
a 40-hr week. Evacuation of the area shall be required
if the concentration of HP equals or exceeds 70 mg/cu
meter (50 ppm).

Medical —Medical surveillance shall be made avail-
able to all workers subject to occupational exposure to
H.9. Pertinent medical records shall be maintained for
all employees who are involved in the manufacturing,
processing, or handling of H„Sor are in any other way
exposed to it in the workplace. Sich records shall
be kept for at least 30 years after termination of
employment.

Personal protective equipment —When use of a
respirator is permitted or required under emergency
conditions„ it shall be selected in accordance with the
specifications in Table 2'nd shall comply with the
standards jointly approved by NIOSH and MESA. The
respiratory program must meet the requirements as
set forth in 29 CFR 1910.134.

Training —Training in respiratory protection shall
include actually wearing and using the equipment.
Training in respiratory equipment shall be started be-
fore a worker goes on the job and shall be repeated at
least quarterly and each time a new crew is formed. All.;
members of a crew should receive the same

training'ven

if some have had a previous training session in the
same quarter.

Monitoring —Provisions must be made to institute
a program of personal monitoring to determine the
ceiling exposures of each employee occupationally ex-
posed to H„S.Source and area monitoring may be used
to supplement personal monitoring.

Alarm and evacuation —Monitors must be set up
that will give an alarm signal when 70 mg/cu meter (50
ppm) is detected.

Fixed monitors shall also have a different alarm to
signal the presence of HsS at concentrations of 15 to 70
mg/cu meter (10 to 50 ppm).

ANSI
Many of the federal regulations are based on the

standards set forth by the American National Stan-
dards Institute (ANSI). Before development of the
NIOSH and OSHA Decision Logic, the ANSI Z88.2-
19G9 Standards were the main source of information on
respirator selection. Today, selection of respirators is
based on those which have been found to meet estab-
lished performance criteria and listed as approved by
an authority such as MESA or NIOSH.

The U.S. Bureau of Mines (USBM) no longer tests
and approves respirators. That responsibility is now

TABLE 2. Respirator selection guide
for hydrogen

sWflde'on

aalrailon itespfratoi lyye approved under
pimdslons of 30 CRf 11

Less than or equal lo 1. Any supplied-ir respirator with

70 mg/cu meter (50 ppm) fufl facepiece.
2. Any seNmntained breathing

apparahla whh fufl facepleca.

Greater than 1. Salt-contained breathing apparatus
Tg mg/cu meter (50 ppm) with full facepiece operated in

pressurWemand or other posilive-
pressure made.

2. Combination Type G suppged-afr
respirator with fug seapiece
operated ki pressuredemand or other
posht~ressure or candnuous-flow
made and auxiliary seN-coniained
breaedng ap parahI operated in

pfessuflHlemand of other posrbve
pressue mode.

Emergency (entry Into area 1. SeNwontained breathing apparatus
ot unknown concentration wINi fug facepiece operated In

tor emergency pollyanna. prossurIHlemend of ohier pasihve-

e.g., flreflghting) pressure mode.
2. Combkiation Tyye G supplied-air

respirator with full tacepiece aperaied
in pressurWemand or other positive-
pressure or conflnuous.flow mode and
ausillary seN-contained breathing
apparatus aperated in pressuriHhimand
or other posih~ressuie mlle,

Eslpe (from an area at 1. Any seined breafhing apparatus.
unknown cancenfisdon)

2. Any gaa mask provkflng adequate protec-
tion against hydrogen sulfide (noi lo be
used in contined spaces).

~al,!.s. s

shared by MESA and NIOSH who jointly test and
approve respirators under the provisions of a res-
pirator and approval document, 30 CFR Part

II.'oth

NIOSH and ANSI recognize hydrogen sulfide
as a gas which is immediately dangerous to life and
health at relatively low concentrations. Based on this,
the only respirators available for use are self-contained
breathing apparatus (SCBA) that operate in the
pressurMemand mode or hose line units which create
positive pressure inside the facepiece. Table 2 is a
guide for the selection and use of respirators in an HsS
atmosphere.

USGS
The U.S. Geological Survey (USGS) has its own reg-

ulations concerning the drilling of wells in an H, S en-
vironment. In addition to known sour areas, some pre-
cautions must be taken on all f'rontier wells and some
wildcat wells. This itocumcnt, GSS-OCS Order ".«p-
plies to all wells drilled in l.'.S.wat«rs.

Due to the many confined and enclosed quarters on
most, offshore vessels and rigs, the possibilities of HrS
accumulation build ups above lethal levels are far
greater than those on land. Because of this and the
fact that there is no place to escape from a sudden
release of H..S, OCS Oriior " is hy far the most strin-
gent H. 8 regulation confn>nting most. opcratoi~.

For example, most of the other state and federal
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regulations «re lather vague about monitoring equip-
ment. OCS Order 2, on the other hanoi, states very
simply that the monitoring equipment shall be capable
of sensing a minimum of 5 ppm H.,S in air with sensing
points located at the bellnipple, shale shaker, mud pits,
driller's stand, living quarters, and any other areas
v here H.,S might accumulate in hazardous quantities.

Other areas which receive the same strict require-
ments are training of employees, metal and sulfide
stress corrosion, HP serviceable equipment, condi-
tions when employees must wear protective breathing
apparatus, emergency conditions and procedures, mud
rheology and conditioning, and other requirements
pertaining to protection against HxS. Due to the depth
and nature of this article, it is impossible to discuss the
entire regulation. It is very easy to comprehend in
comparision to many regulations, however, and leaves
no doubt about what is expected of the operator.
OCS Order 2 should be follotved carefully, especially
i f there is a chance of drilling into H S.The USGS has
checked frequently and will enforce all aspects of this
regulation.

One other federal document that warrants some dis-
cussion is a relatively new regulation known as the
USGS Notice to Lessee No. 10 (NTL-10). This regula-
tion applies to known or suspected sour fields and all
wildcat operations on federal lands. For ail practical
purposes it is a duplication of Texas Railroad Commis-
sion Rule 36, and at the time of this writing it is not
enforced.

TRC Rule 36
This document warrants some discussion because it

not only applies directly to the state of Texas, but
applies indirectly to many other states as well. Some
states that do not have formal regulations governing
the drilling of known or suspected sour gas wells use
this regulation as a guideline for certain compliance
procedures. The overriding factor is protection of the
general public. The degree to which an operator must
comply depends on the radius of exposure based on the
calculated concentration of hydrogen sulfide and the
rate at which H,S is expected to flow from the well.

For all operations subject to Rule 36 (except in the
case of storage tanks), the radius of exposure is de-
termined by the following Pasquill-Giiford equations

or by other methods that have been approved by the
commission.

For determining the location of 100 ppm radius of
exposure:

X = [(1.589)(mole fraction of HtS) (Q)] 0.6258
For determining the location of 500 ppm radius of

exposure:

X = [(0.4546) (mole fraction of H,S) (Q)] 0.6258
where:

X ~ Radius of exposure, It
Q Maximum volume determined to be available for es-

cape, cfd
H 8 ~ Mole fraction of KtS in the gaseous mixture available

for escape

Once calculated, the radius of exposure will deter-
mine to what extent the operator must go to protect the
public, his crews and rig equipment. It may be interest-
ing to note that on wildcat operations and areas where
insufficient data exist to calculate a radius of exposure,
a 100-ppm radius of exposure equal to 3,000 ft will be
assumed. With known or suspected HP wells, all pro-
tective equipment must be rigged up, crews trained,
and a contingency plan approved by the Texas Railroad
Commission prior to entering a zone 1,000 ft above the
formation containing hydrogen sulfide.

At present, Rule 36 is being studied by the Railroad
Commission and the industry. Some changes will be
made that affect drilling procedures and precautions to
be taken on sour gas wells.

Most of the present rules regarding sour gas opera-
tions are relatively reasonable. They require precau-
tions that any prudent operator would follow even if the
regulations did not exist. And if the rules are adhered
to at all times, the chance of accidental and dangerous
exposure to H,S will be greatly diminished.
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APPENDIX B

AN APPENDIX TO AN ORDER OF THE KENTUCKY PUBLIC SERVICE
CONMISSION IN CASE NO. 96-087 DATED MARCH 14, 1996

I N T R A — A G E N C Y M E M 0 R A N D U M

KENTUCKY PUBLIC SERVICE COMMISSION

TO:

THROUGH

B.T.U. Pipeline, Inc. File

E. Scott Smith, Manager
Gas Pipeline Safety Branch

Larry L. Amburgey, Investigator Supervisor ZZ/
Gas Pipeline Safety Branch

Ralph E. Dennis, Manager
Gas Branch

FROM:

DATE:

SUBJECT:

David B. Kinman, Gas Utility Investigator,
Gas Pipeline Safety Branch

Earl H. Alderman, Jr., Gas Utility Investigator
Gas Pipeline Safety Branch

February 8, 1996

Hydrogen Sulfide (H,S} in B.T.U. Pipeline, Inc. (B.T.U.}
System

On January 31, 1996, Earl H. Alderman, Jr. and David B.
Kinman, Public Service Commission safety investigators, accompanied
by Mike Gamble of B.T.U. visited the B.T.U. system in order to test
the gas for the presence of H,S.

An inspection on January 25, 1996, had shown a hazardous
amount of H,S of 1,000 parts per million (ppm} in the system. Mr.
Richard Williams of B.T.U. subsequently shut off the Stevens'ell
which was the source of the H,S.

Tests taken on January 31, 1996, found that the level of H,S
had dropped from 1,000 ppm to 200 ppm.

Tests taken by Mr. Alderman on February 8, 1996, indicated on
the Draker tubes used to test for H,S, that the level has continued
to fall. The present level on February 8, 1996 is in excess of 60
ppm, but less than 100 ppm. It is not possible for us to determine
the exact amount of H,S present when it falls into these ranges as
the upper level of one tube is 60 ppm and the lower level of the
next tube is 100 ppm.

It does appear that the level of H,S is falling.

DBK:EHA:dcp
9602100/9602900/96030000/9603100


